TRANSFORMING LIVES THROUGH TECHNOLOGY!

www.webnexs.com
We help brands to leverage the best technologies to move online

ABOUT COMPANY

Technology Profile changes Lives. At webnexs we understand technology to be the key driver of change and we focus on every possible technology. When webnexs is born we had one vision – “To Transform lives”, to transform the way we operate, the way we assimilate and understand each of us, to eliminate the barriers that bind us progressing further. Advancements never stop and that is why at webnexs we constantly reskill to upskill ourselves faster to deliver success at unprecedented rate.

With 2 Years since its inception, webnexs has marked its presence with 23 products and serviced clients with 100% success rate that something it has to take pride in. Webnexs Believes Technological Innovation is the key to the Sustainable advancement of people livelihood and we consistently focus towards innovating products. Webnexs Believes Technological Innovation is key to the Sustainable advancement of people livelihood and we consistently focus towards innovating products that can help billions of people move up economically sooner or later.

500+ Working Days

23+ Awesome Products

2+ Million Lines of codes

5+ Leaders

1 Company

www.webnexs.com
We help brands to leverage the best technologies to move online.

**OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES**

We maintain innovating, developing and contributing an extensive variety of products and services to facilitate our customers and clients attain their ambitions. Our extensive set of services is flawlessly engineered to fulfill the enterprise’s demands in today’s digital world.

**Scripts**
- Restaurant Reservation Script
- Booking Script
- Rental Script
- Buy and Sell Script
- POS
- Ride Hailing

**Wcommerce**
- Wcommerce
- Start Up
- SMB
- Enterprise
- Marketplace

**Platform**
- Magento
- Magento Marketplace
- Prestashop

www.webnexs.com
### Video Solutions
- **Video Solution**
- **Live Streaming**
- **Video On Demand**

### Plugins
- **FLV Player**
- **wticker**

### Mobility
- **Mobile App Development**

### Design
- **HTML Web Design**

### CRM
- **CRM**

### Email Templates
- **Email Templates**
OUR CLIENTS

Our Clients are Pioneers, market makers and revolutionaries. We are honoured to have worked and to continue to work with some great clients. Our expertise and results are best represented through Our Clients. The scope of the work varies massively, but we hope that the example work and the list of companies shown below inspire you.

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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Message From The Directors

Learn how companies around the world use Webnexs to build stronger relationships with their customers and change the way of they do business. Here’s what our customers say

I have also worked with webnexs for Digital Marketing. My Traffic was only 800 visits per day and I had a very poor checkout. They were very much focused on the requirement and delivered a product with Zero Deviation from our requirement. They are much capable and have delivered the project on time with zero lag in anything that we asked them to deliver.

DR. AHMED BALKIS
CEO AT TASTECLUB966.COM

I have to accept that your ecommerce website service is great. Our team says that its very very easy to use and understand as you have developed a user friendly design for us. We have challenged them with a complicated car based website design idea but you have made it reality. Big thanks to your support team as they have answered all my questions without any hesitation. Thank you so much.

MR. WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER
CEO AT MSAS.COM

MORE MESSAGES

www.webnexs.com
Webnexs, incorporated in 2014, works in Mobile Applications, Magento, Prestashop, Opencart, HTML, PHP, MySql Databases. It will be a lovely experience to work on your Project and see you in great success.

B513, The Royal Castle,
Amarpraksh, Thirumudivakkam,
Pallavaram,
Chennai - 600044
India
P : +91-97869 77650
M : support@webnexs.com
W : www.webnexs.com